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TRIBE 8 OUTLOOKS



Apart from the risk to each other, doomsayers are prone to being a danger to themselves as well. Hom remembers Yfette and her prophecy-driven call for the suicide of all her followers. People who peer too long and too hard into the darkness of the soul risk being blind to any other way to deal with their omens than by painful physical sacrifice and death. For every Mother "We are the eye that is closed, that looks into ourselves and sees Theresa or Muhammed you also get a Jim Jones or David without sight." - Veruka the Wraith Koresh.



Doomsayers



To be a Doomsayer is like playing in the deep end of the pool when you have only swam in wading pools, under supervision. Mix this with constant fear of the unknown (the other) and the uncertain (the future), give it a dose of apocalyptic imagery and sprinkle in some cults of personality and you have a pretty good idea of what being a Doomsayer is all about. Doomsayers have in many ways the hardest job of all (so they believe) - the others worry only about things of the flesh, the Doomsayers have responsibility for seeing all the hidden threats, the spirit world, and the future.



Who becomes a Doomsayer:



Those tribals who were already trained as mystics, dreamers and scholars tend to doomsaying unless they choose another outlook for specific, individual reason. Indidivuals who are concerned about the mystery of the future or who have had an intense or significant spiritual experience also come seeking answers and eventually join the Doomsayers. They also attract the charlatans, the cruel, the nihilistic and those seeking power and influence but lacking the honest charisma of a Lightbringer. The mentally ill also exist among the doomsayers, some , like Chevon the Deranged (see Children of Lilith) are elevated as a sort of oracle or idiot-savant-prophet.



Role Among the Nation:



The doomsayers among the Fallen play the role of advisor, interpreter of dreams, prophets, counselors and historians. Their particular gifts would also be useful for any covert activity or spying/assassination but few of them have this mindset (those that do tend to belong to mixed cells with similar interests).



What do they do?:



External politics:



On any issue (important or not) you can find at least two doomsayers with opposing viewpoints, but in general they tend to be wildly depressed and prefer to litter their interpretations with doom and gloom (both because of their basic outlook and because forecasting failure and defeat is always the safer bet). On the whole they don't oppose any other outlook or tribe, although the more spiritual ones are always alert to the movements of the The Fates.



Tips on playing a Doomsayer:



- look for meaning in all things, not everything is a sign of prophecy but if you aren't looking you will never find them - all of creation echoes the fate and the will of the Goddess and the Seed - never give anyone a completely straight answer in plain language, always give yourself some wiggle room for later interpretation - prophecies that don't come true were thwarted somehow (or those who were needed to act failed/weren't pure enough), and when an omen isn't an omen it 's a metaphor - constantly struggle with self-doubt about your own ability to properly interpret the omens and dreams you have - doubt the interpretation of any sign if that interpretation is completely optimistic, without any unforeseen consequence or side effect or other negative value, the glass is half-empty and reward without suffering is a trap for the foolish (c.f. Children of Lilith, Trial by Fire) - remember, as one of the Fallen you have been betrayed once by your beliefs and the beliefs of others, it can happen again - the future and the darkness share one thing in common they are both unknowable and frightening, but only those pure of heart can stand to face them without flinching - everything is important to the Goddess, everyone has a part to play, even the villains and the fools and the victims



Much of the daily activity of the doomsayer, apart from the time spent securing the minimal food and shelter they need, is spent interpreting and debating. They congregate around the Temple to hear each other's pronouncements of omens and interpret the meaning, they are approached by others and asked Suggested Characteristics: for their interpretation of a particular dream, they huddle in Having a good KNO is pretty usual for doomsayers. Those small cabals and interpret the movements of the Fallen, the that focus on mundane counseling also tend to have good PSY Guides, the movement of the heavens and the animals upon the and PER scores (as well as Human Perception and Teaching earth. They are most known for their interpreting of Joshua's skills). The morbid/depressive/hysterical ones tend to have prophecy. lower (even negative PSY) but make up for it with WIL or even INF. Skills tend to be KNO-based skills, Rituals, Internal politics: Dreaming, and Synthesis. Aside from most agreeing to at least listen to Veruka and the Guides, there is little cohesion between the doomsayers. Below these luminaries are all sorts of minor cults centered around charismatic or particularly gifted individuals, many of whom "We are free only if we let the Seven Deaths have no power over us, have strikingly different interpretations of things. This leads to a plethora of heresies among the Doomsayers and when two or including the power of hate. The need to strike at them and their children more cells meet they can often explode in very heated debate is as much a form of slavery as our devotion once was" - Jerebai, about the absolute certainty of a hypothetical interpretation of member of La Liberté Vert cell an abstract (or delusional) omen or dream. During a time of "We can never be free until they are destroyed, their structures torn crisis this antagonism can even escalate into physical and down, their priests punished for their crimes and total freedom imposed on spiritual violence (as doomsayers who "know" they are right try to remove those who would "lead others astray" or "endanger them. And you too can play your part, if the Watch or one of their sneaks shows up, we are not here, get it?" - Kyrt, leader of the Unbound. the fulfillment of prophecy".



Herites



"By MY hand, by MY word, by MY freewill: pain, suffering, and maybe shelter from rain, maybe a bit of extra food, or some help death. I am your true Goddess" - Troy Fenys, 'Hand of the fencing some tribal loot. Goddess' Then there are the truly criminal - those that shake down newly banished Tribals, stealing whatever goods they have left The herites play the game of freedom and slavery. To be free "for the cause, our cause". They threaten and beat anyone who is their goal, but they are slaves to their own rhetoric, tactics opposes them. They even use the children or newly banished and fanatical devotion to the notion of free will and self- people whom the Watch suspect nothing of, to ferry weapons, determination. Among the Fallen they are both the folk heroes drugs, or just act as bait/cannon fodder for their operations of and the brutal tyrants of Hom. One freedom fighter is another "resistance" against the Seven Deaths. terrorist, and often both at the same time.



Who becomes a Herite:



It would be simplistic to say that all Fallen harbour Herite sentiments –distrust of central authority, religious persecution and the infallibility of the Fatimas - but to actually be considered a Herite there has to be something more than just that level of bitterness and pain-rage. One of two things might occur - either the Banished decides to make their life over, fresh from the beginning, or they learn to feed and nurture that rage, striking out against everything associated with their banishment. These people become the Herites - bitterest hate and a sense of liberty mixed in.



Role Among the Nation:



The Herites, apart from being among the most numerous of the Fallen, fulfill a range of roles for the Eighth Tribe. They are the teachers, the protectors, and the providers for the Fallen. Those who turn from violence often work hard to make Hom a better place (for themselves at least). Moreover they use the freedom of their outsider status to take a hard look at the world around them - seeking the real facts and real stories instead of relying on the lies and biased views of the Seven Deaths. The more violent obtain the necessities of life for the Fallen - by labour if need be, by theft, swindle or violence preferably. And both groups preach the word of freedom. Philosophically they are opposed to the structures that they associate with the Tribes - the Watch and their injustice, the Sisterhoods and their secrets, the segregation of the Tribes themselves, and so on. This last part can be problematic depending on the fervour of the individual Herite - they are prone to factionalism and resistance to collectively organize simply out of the principle of ceding authority and free choice to anyone, to any degree.



What do they do?



It would surprise the average Tribal to know that most Herites are not like Troy Fenys - the sadistic stalker and serial killer almost as demonized as the Z'Bri. Most would be very afraid if they knew that the 'fallen' they just hired in exchange for some overripe fruit are in fact Herites providing for others who are not strong enough to work for themselves. And if a good carving knife goes missing, or some heretical knowledge is given to a curious child from one of these rift-raff, the same Tribal would not likely remember the face of those untouchables. Other Herites, those that refuse to travel to Vimary are the traders, explorers, farmers (meagre though the soil of Hom is) and trappers. They seek to find their way in a world, and a connection to the One Goddess (if they don't reject Her existence as a lie of the Deaths to justify their authority) without the Seven. Herite cells will often offer to help other cells and Fallen who have not yet joined a cell - to watch their kids while they work, to help build their home, to get medicine from the Evan healers when necessary, "no questions asked". These relationships build over time, and a sense of interdependence forms. If things remain like this then all is good, but some cells come to expect help from their "charges",



Internal politics:



The Herites are the masters of unmitigated chaos. Freedom often means no formal leadership, no one telling them what to do or what to think. This is the major reason why the Tribes have yet to take the minor crimes and occasional violence of the Herites seriously - more often than not their plans are undermined by their inability to coordinate and follow one leader' s plan. Just because they agree that the Seven are evil and humanity must be free of them doesn't mean their tactics and philosophies are compatible. For example: one Herite may believe that the only true way to free Vimary is to expose the lies fo the Fatimas about the Goddess and the Outlands – these would be akin to underground teachers, purveyors in forbidden, seductive knowledge. Another may simply lead by example, living a life free of the Seven Deaths will show that it can be done. A third may destroy the trappings of the Seven Deaths while others will threaten or seek to kill Tribals - either high profile leaders and outspoken elders or just any Tribal at all, wherever and whenever they see the opportunity - for a specific reason (like abusing another Fallen) or simply for just being in the wrong place at the wrong time. If the first two hear about the last Herite they may try to stop them, to prevent further hardship from the Watch and hardening the hearts of the Tribes. The violent one may see the interference of the other two as a latent love for the Deaths, or simply cowardice and inability to do what must be done to really liberate humanity. On a smaller scale Herite cells use a variety of leadership models – from consensus to leadership by the most charismatic/tough/smart, rotating leaderships, vote on everything, etc. There is also a small minority of 'lone wolf' Herites, who follow the example of Troy Fenys: these either live like zen masters or monsters, depending on what end of the spectrum they tend towards.



External Politics:



It becomes obvious that the herites can be both a boon and a threat to the others on Hom. Some offer to help, others offer to protect, some will fight, and all to one degree or another are reluctant to bow to authority. The stereotypical Herite - the loud, argumentative criminal who thinks of himself as a hero of the common people - does have some basis in truth and these are the bane of more peaceful types. Their reluctance to cede to any moderation puts them smack dab against the unity beliefs of Lightbringers. If they are too focused on the Tribes, they are generally disliked by Jackers (who see the Z'Bri as the greater threat - if you are going to boast about making the world a better place please do so by removing the real problem). Children of Lilith (if present in your game) also have a certain, understandable distrust and hostility towards the Herites. Herites are often more willing to work with non-Tribals 'liberated serfs', squats and of course the keepers. Such alliances could be little more than coercion or mutual exploitation (against the Tribals) or true, if individual, friendships.



Tips for playing a Herite:



- be concerned about why you are doing something - question held opinions and traditions/taboos, especially if they are holdovers from Tribal life and without personal experience - be willing to lend a hand for another Fallen, even if you expect payment later - distrust the Tribals - at best they are simply ignorant (simply doing what they are told) and at worst they are the ones who help maintain the tyranny of the Goddesses, some can be saved but others are hopelessly brainwashed - be suspicious of anyone who wants leadership too badly - resist by any means necessary, humanity must be free - define freedom for yourself: does it mean not caring about the Sister Deaths, or is it something more political/concrete



Suggested Characteristics:



spokesmen for direct action and combat when the other Outlooks are too timid to suggest such a course of action.



What do they do?



Jackers fight. They fight for their own glory, for the glory of some ideal or person, or simply for stuff. They patrol the environs of Hom and Haven and do what they can to keep the worst abuses of the Nation to a minimum. They are also the enforcers and bodyguards of the powerful Fallen personalities. Jackers are the ones that take the fight to the Z?bri. If there is a bar room brawl of scuffle in the streets, it is a safe bet that at least one Jacker will be in the thick of it all. Some act as the enforcers for organized crime syndicates throughout Vimary. Others act as the bodyguards for particular personalities; dedicated to protecting their leader and the vision they hold. There are also those Jackers who fight in back allies or dimly light rooms as gladiators (not unlike modern day prize fighters). A few Jackers lead Joshuan cults, seeing themselves as the legacy of the Ravager (or in some rare cases, as the Ravager himself). Many Jackers are simply out for themselvesexplorers, mercenaries, or thieves.



Herites who focus on helping themselves and others tend to have good people skills (haggling, healing, teaching, human perception) and good survival/labouring skills (survival, animal care, endurance, etc). The revolutionaries tend towards stealth and combat skills, often unorthodox ones (archery, firearms, demolitions, herbalism (for poisons). The protection gangs Internal politics: The Jackers are of many minds, and consequently, many focus more on ways of getting what they want (intimidate, hand factions. The two primary factions are composed of those who to hand, etc). are more concerned with the Z'bri and those that are more concerned with the Tribes. The Z'bri faction is convinced that Jackers they must take the fight, en masse, to the demons of the H?l Kar. Without the leadership and swords of the Jackers no war "Strength of body is one and the same with purity of the soul" -Mek, party of any worth will ever come into being, and any hope for Jacker a true and lasting victory lies with the Fallen (and Jackers in particular). Wallowing in Hom and Haven is not enough- they Jackers can be anything from simple-minded brutes to must take the fight off the island. The other major faction, those philosopher-warriors. As an Outlook, they embody the strong concerned with the Tribes know that their greatest adversary is arm of the Fallen. More than any of the other outlooks, they are right across the river. While the Z'bri may be a major threat, the ones to get dirty and physically fight for the ideals that the Z'bri are nothing compared to a possible war with the many Fallen only talk about in hushed terms. They are the Tribes. The Nation has a bone to pick with the Fallen, and power and fury of a people ignored and shunned by the would like nothing more than to wipe the Fallen off the map. community at large. Jackers embrace their emotions, using the Before the Z'bri can be dealt with, the security of Hom and purity of their feelings to help grant them power in the temporal Haven from the Nation needs to be ensured. Beyond the world. As the first line of defense against Hom and Haven, they Hunter/Defender factions there are a plethora of smaller groups are also the last line of defense for everything that Joshua held with their own agendas. dear.



Who becomes a Jacker?



Primarily, the Jackers are composed of fighters and brawlers. In the Tribes they were the ones who enforced the law, protected the farmsteads, or bullied those smaller than themselves. Many were once Joanites, but this is nowhere near a universal. Indeed, most Jackers come from Tribes other than the Joanites, with a number of Evans, Shebans, Dhalians and Agnites among their ranks. However, many Jackers were never warriors before they Fell, and since their banishment, have decided to abandon their passive natures and instead act where they once would have watched. Many Jackers were abused or ignored while part of their former Tribe. Many Jackers are simply tired of watching the world act upon them and have decided to make a difference. Either way, Jackers are those people who have decided, for one reason or another, to demand respect from those around them (whether those around them like it or not).



External politics:



Jackers are often concerned with the actions of Joanites and Shebans, their natural adversaries. Similarly, many of the Pillars see the Jackers as little better than undisciplined ruffians who go out of their way to disrupt the security of Vimary (and in many cases, they are right on in their assessment). In particular, no love is lost between the Jackers and the Joanites. The Joanites see the Jackers as the corruption of everything Joshua and Joan stood for during the Liberation and the Jackers see the Joanites as sycophants and hypocrites. Jackers also hold a special place in their heart for hating the Z'bri. Most notably, they do not shy away from a Koleris warrior or Gek'roh beast, going so far as to seek out these two types of Z'bri while hunting. For their part, the Koleris see the Jackers as some of the more worthy foes that are found among humanity (though, this is not saying much).



Tips for playing a Jacker:



- Joshua was the Fatima of Vengance, and no one better embodies those ideals than you. In their own mind, a Jacker is Jackers are the force of arms that the Fallen rely on. They the legacy of Joshua. are the protectors and enforcers on Haven and Hom. Jackers - You command respect from other Fallen outlooks (and the are also the hunters of the Fallen- stalking natural animals for Nation) because of your strength and martial prowess. food and Z?bri for vengance. Politically, they are the



Role among the Nation:



- Pick an enemy or pick a cause- either way, choose something that your character feels very passionate about. - The Jackers embrace their emotions, allowing their hatred, envy and frustration to be their strength. They are the courage of the Fallen, acting when everyone else discusses. - There are few problems that cannot be solved (at least temporarily) by bloodying your fists.



Lightbringers "We will see the day where we walk in the sun, head held high and prophecy fulfilled. That day will happen before our children are grown but it requires work and sacrifice. It means that we have to put aside our differences and work for this, the best of all possible futures." - Altara Ven, in debate at the Cage



number of formal and established relationships with other Fallen outside their cells. Lightbringers encourage others and give them hope when things look bleak. In general they know the healing power of accomplishment and if the Fallen need it, they organize a project like building a windmill -something everyone can play a part in and something they can point to as a tangible success. On an individual level they try and get people to work with one another and to share the meager resources of the Fallen. A Lightbringer project is something that benefits as many others as possible. The less idealistic Lightbringers do much the same thing, but their calculations accept a certain level of harm for a greater good. If a herite must die in order to prevent a Tribal pogrom of Hom then so be it - one death instead of dozens. If these two cells will only work together because they hate a third then by all means put them in a situation where interfering with that third will make them work together. If Altara is upset because Deus is sleeping around then comfort her yourself or talk to Deus. It isn't pretty and it isn't fair, but it gets the job done – anyone who thinks the world works differently is more often a danger to themselves and others than of any help. Let the foolish make the speeches; they will make sure it gets done even the perfect world needs its laborers and its bureaucrats.



"Pretty speeches give a direction, but there is more to building a future than just good will. Now I know they're your friends and we all respect their beliefs, but Judge Sakai won't open the bridge until the people who defaced the Council Grounds are in the custody of the Watch. Kymber needs those medicines NOW to deal with the summer river fever. If it makes you feel better I'll make sure the Watch catches them, no blood on your hands, no regret or guilt - if we do this soon I have his word that they will live through it, just a couple of teeth knocked out and bruised egos. With the bridge open I'll even make sure your kids get a little something Internal politics: extra in trade, say a couple of Agnite medallions to watch over them when More so than any other outlook (Children of Lilith possibly they sleep - how's that?" - Hal Ninva, in secret discussion. exempted) the Lightbringers are the most concerned with leadership structures. They listen to visionaries and seek The Lightbringers believe in the future, ardently and compromise. But the idealists are not always in agreement - the without reservation. They are the open eye of Joshua, scanning Sheban Lightbringer who sees a peaceful and orderly utopia is the horizon, blazing the trail and more importantly, not going to agree with the Agnite whose cell includes several encouraging others to follow the path, their path, to this future. Herites. Lightbringer rants are a perfect situation of too many More than any other outlook the spirit and themes of the Tribe guides walking the same path. They agree that people should 8 setting are best encapsulated in the Lightbringers - from ruin walk the path together - but the nature of the destination differs and misery comes hope and unification. as much as the methods of how to get there. Still, there are major leaders whose basic vision of the future attracts Fallen who more or less agree with that vision. In this chaos and Who becomes a Lightbringer. To primary groups of people are attracted to the confusion the lazy and greedy ride the wave, the sycophantic Lightbringers - those who want to make things better for curry favour and the "managers" quietly go about their job everyone and those attracted to the natural power that trying to get things done. At a cell level Lightbringers often work together very well. leadership attracts. These people may not have been leaders in the past, and often they weren't, but they have a vision that Cells are often formed around a shared vision for the future or drives them or a sense of duty to make sure that vision gets around one central leader (often the person who started the cell). accomplished - no matter what the cost.



Role Among the Nation:



The Lightbringers are the leaders, the idealists, and the people willing to help. Above all they are the organizers. Herites may help people, but they do so on a one-to-one basis, Lightbringers organize groups, they try and work with other cells. They drag otherwise bickering and self-interested Fallen kicking and screaming together to work for a common goal. They direct and manage conflicts. The flip side of this is that they meddle, they play politics, they backstab and undermine people who won't follow their suggestions. Some, like Hal Ninva are the ultimate "fixers" - doing all the grunt work so that the idealists like Deus or Altara Ven can still believe in the good in humanity, they never have to sell out cells to the Watch, never have to sabotage Doomsayer cults, or tell people that they can't have their own way all the time. Finally there are those who just like to use the "leadership" excuse for simply letting others do all the work - a permanent leadership caste in the making.



What do they do?



They lead debates, plan the future shape of the Nation of Man, and talk to other Fallen. They often have the largest



External relations:



Lightbringers are seen as the leaders of the Eighth Tribe. How others react to this really depends on how comfortable they are with the Lightbringers taking that authority and those responsibilities. Moderate herites welcome the efforts to encourage the Fallen to help themselves but are generally less enthusiastic about all the talk about rules and laws and how the Lightbringers take credit for the hard work of others. Jackers and other militant types are happy enough to let the Lightbringers make the decisions about the day-to-day management of Hom but feel that they are too hesitant to make the "tough" decisions or take decisive action. Children of Lilith are generally allies but they tend to have their own view of the future and their own tribal traditions and structures work against the unity of the Fallen. Doomsayers look at the Lightbringers as the people who must lead, but despair that the light they see is often a blinding one and that they neglect the darkness and shadows every light casts.



Tips for playing a Lightbringer:



- think about what your vision of the future is and how others can play a role in getting there - when doing anything how can you get others involved, how can you make sure the most number of people can benefit - does power come with responsibility or entitlement? Do you expect personal rewards for the work you do? - which is more important to you - the keeping your eye on the goal or making sure you get to it (think Altara Ven versus Hal Ninva) - always remember a face, a helping hand or a person in need, keep them in mind and think about how to involve them in the future - not everything asked of you leads to the goal, how do you deal with these situations: are they distractions or opportunities - you don't always get your way, how do you handle that



Character Suggestions:



Lightbringers have people skills and the charisma to support them (INF, PSY, etiquette, human perception and leadership, maybe tactics). Their own particular way of helping the Eighth focuses their abilities (a tactician will have more combat support skills, a inspirational artist will have high CRE and skills, etc). If you play with perks and defects then Lightbringers will tend to have the trappings of leadership (fame, wealth, connections, allies, status) and the foibles (infamy, debts, beliefs, obsessions, secrets, enemies).
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